
Sculpt Comfort Desktop

Contoured for comfort

Detachable palm rest

Split spacebar with backspace functionality1



Contoured for Comfort
The Sculpt Comfort Desktop is both comfortable and customizable. The contoured design promotes 
a natural, relaxed wrist posture, while also putting keys within easy reach. The keyboard also includes 
cushioned palm rest that helps support and straighten the wrist. However, the palm rest can easily be 
removed when you’re tight on space, or simply want a sleeker, more compact look.

Features
Keyboard
Contoured design promotes a natural wrist 
position and puts keys within easy reach
Detachable palm rest can be removed for a 
sleek, compact look
Split spacebar with backspace functionality 
is designed to improve typing efficiency1

Windows 8 shortcut keys provide easy 
access to commonly used functions1

Cushioned palm rest provides support and 
promotes a neutral wrist position
Palm lift promotes a straight, 
neutral wrist position

Mouse
Windows touch tab provides easy access to 
the Start screen and apps
4-way touch scrolling for navigating up, 
down, left and right 
Works on virtually any surface with 
BlueTrack Technology2 

Sculpt Comfort Desktop

Microsoft Ship Date
August 2013

Microsoft Part Number
L3V-XXXXX

Estimated Retail Price
$XX.XX

UPC Code
XXXXXXXXXXXX

Retail Single Package
Weight: 3.51 lbs
Dimensions: 8.86”L x 21.06”W x 
1.77”D

Retail Masterpack
Quantity: 5
Weight: 19.24 lbs
Dimensions: 21.77”L x 9.84”W x 
9.61”D

System Requirements

Windows 8, Windows RT1, Windows 7, and Windows Vista,  
Mac OSX v10.4-10.x1

Proprietary 2.4 GHz with 128 bit AES encryption

     

Windows 150 MB
Mac 30 MB

Keyboard: 2 AAA alkaline batteries (included)
Mouse: 2 AA alkaline batteries (included)

Software download required for full functionality of all features. 
You must accept License Terms for software download at: 
microsoft.com/hardware/downloads. Broadband required. 
Added charges may apply.

1Advanced functionality not available with all devices. See 
compatibility information at:  
http://www.microsoft.com/hardware/compatibility
2BlueTrack Technology does not work on clear glass or  
mirrored surfaces.

Limited hardware warranty:  
www.microsoft.com/hardware/warranty
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